On achieving honours members are entitled to list the relevant letters after their name so long as they remain full members of PSSA.

In order to identify members who have achieved their Honours in Audio Visual the letters AV- are to be added before the honour achieved.

The protocol for listing honours is that only the highest honour is listed and that it is only listed once, even if you have honours in multiple sections. If however a (Vers) or (Dux) is achieved it would also be listed.

As the DPSSA and EPSSA are awarded for salon acceptances they are listed even when an equal or higher honour has been achieved. Once the EPSSA is achieved the DPSSA will no longer be listed unless one has a DPSSA (Vers) which will then be listed after the EPSSA.

As the SPSSA is awarded for Service it is listed in addition to any achievement Honour.

Honorary Honours are listed in addition to and before the achievement honours.

The relevant letters should be listed without punctuation and without any further detail.

Example 1:

A member who has achieved one LPSSA, two APSSA’s and one FPSSA as well as an EPSSA should list their honours as FPSSA, EPSSA. (i.e. only the highest of the honours plus the EPSSA).

If that same member had also achieved an APSSA(Vers) award their honours should be listed as FPSSA, EPSSA, APSSA(Vers).

Example 2:

If an AV-LPSSA is achieved in addition to an LPSSA then both should be listed. AV-LPSSA, LPSSA

If a member has an LPSSA in AV and an APSSA in digital or another medium then they would list their honours as APSSA, AV-LPSSA.